
T h e  C h a l l e n g e
Alabama Medical Group was challenged to collect higher balances more frequently 
from patients. The old way of collecting with manual processes and paper 
statements created a significant burden on the billing department. 

T h e  S o l u t i o n
Alabama Medical Group turned to InstaMed and XBridge for streamlined payments in 
GE Centricity to improve patient collections with advanced payment tools, including 
online payments, eStatements and automated payments. 

“We value the relationships with our patients and didn’t want 
higher balances due to deductibles to get in the way of that. 
InstaMed helps Alabama Medical Group give patients a 
simple and convenient payment experience. Plus, the billing 
department does less but collects more than ever!”
Kristyn Ford
Alabama Medical Group

Results With InstaMed

136% increase in online 
payments

12% of all patient payments 
received online

174% increase in payment plan 
transactions
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A Strong Patient Connection Threatened by Patient Balances

Alabama Medical Group is a growing, independent organization that prioritizes the patient experience. In fact, the 

organization maintains multiple specialties from family practice to neurology so the patient’s entire care is with Alabama 

Medical Group. However, larger balances due to high deductible health plans were creating friction in the patient 

experience due to legacy collection processes. Leadership at Alabama Medical Group wanted a payment experience that 

matched the same standards as the care experience.

Increased Workload for Patient Collections 

In addition to improving the patient experience, the billing department was challenged to increase patient collections. The 

larger balances meant the billing department had to mail more paper statements to patients, especially because a large 

balance might take multiple statements to collect in full. Mailed paper statements for larger balances significantly increased 

print and mail costs for Alabama Medical Group. Additionally, patients often had questions about their balances and how 

to pay, which doubled the billing department’s call volume. 

Growing patient balances also meant more manual work for the billing department. First, staff had to manually post 

payments to patient balances more frequently. This could take considerable time, especially for payments applied to 

multiple balances. If a patient paid during a visit, the front office would have to stop the patient check-in flow to post the 

payment – significantly increasing wait-times. The manual processes also created a delay in payment visibility, up to a 

full day for payments accepted over the phone. Unfortunately, the manual processes left room for errors with keying in 

payment data.

Alabama Medical Group Streamlines Patient Payments in
GE Centricity With InstaMed and XBridge
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Alabama Medical Group is the largest independent, physician-owned, multi-specialty clinic in Mobile, Alabama.
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New Payment Options Improve the Patient Experience
Alabama Medical Group implemented InstaMed payment and billing solutions for an omnichannel, 

electronic and automated experience for patients. Patients are now empowered to manage all of their 

balances in ways that are most convenient for them. 

InstaMed Patient Billing With eStatements

The InstaMed Patient Billing solution offers patients a consumer-tested statement with intuitive design that 

clearly displays how much is owed and all payment options. Patients can sign up for eStatements through 

the Patient Portal. Many patients enrolled for eStatements before the feature was even promoted.

InstaMed Patient Portal

With the InstaMed Patient Portal, Alabama Medical Group offers patients the ability to make online 

payments at their convenience. Online payments are so popular among patients that transactions 

increased by 136% and now make up 12% of payments. 

InstaMed Payment Plans

For large balances, patients can pay over time with automated, recurring payments via InstaMed Payment 

Plans. Now, patients do not have to worry about remembering to make their monthly payments or stress 

about how to pay their balance in a lump sum. Transactions from Payment Plans increased by 174% in 

less than a year.

Streamlined and Improved Processes for the Billing Department
InstaMed and XBridge Payment Integration With GE Centricity

Alabama Medical Group turned to InstaMed and XBridge for streamlined payment integration with         

GE Centricity. The integration automatically posts payments between systems, which eliminates the need 

for manual entry. As a result, processes related to patient balances take a fraction of the time for staff. 

Additionally, integration offers real-time payment visibility, so staff always has the most recent data to assist 

patients. Overall, the integration significantly reduces posting errors and saves staff considerable time.

Improving Processes for Staff to Collect 

InstaMed is making the payment experience better not just for patients but for the billing department as 

well. In addition to reduced call volume, the billing department sends fewer paper statements to patients, 

because InstaMed empowers patients with the right tools to manage payments. InstaMed also saves the 

front office time with integrated payments. Payments accepted with InstaMed and XBridge automatically 

post to GE Centricity so staff can quickly accept payments from patients without slowing down check-in.

Seamless End-of-Day Reconciliation and Robust Reporting

The billing department staff reconciles payments collected at the end of each day. The payment 

integration with GE Centricity powered by XBridge makes the reconciliation with InstaMed much faster. 

Staff can also drill down on the day’s activity by outlet and/or user for detailed and relevant information. In 

addition, robust reporting gives leadership an enterprise view to understand payment trends and patient 

preferences.

The Solution
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